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Read this book!



Your Presenters Today

• Richard F. Weyand

– 8 novels, 500+ ratings, 4.36 average.

• Stephanie Osborn• Stephanie Osborn

– 25+ novels, 900+ ratings, 4.03 average.

• Rob Howell

– 6 novels, 300+ ratings, 4.20 average.



What Creative Writing Teachers Tell You

• You have to outline.

• You have to write your characters’ back stories.

• All first drafts are garbage.

• 75% of the work of writing is in re-writes.• 75% of the work of writing is in re-writes.

• Everybody needs a professional editor.

• Writing classes and seminars are very helpful.

• Critique groups are very helpful.

• Listen to your critical voice.



One Key Point They Miss

• No one process works for every writer!

• There may be more than one process that can 
work for you.

• The only way you can know if a process will work 
for you is to try it.for you is to try it.

• We will try to give you another process or three 
to try.

• Why not use the process that is easiest for you 
and gives you the most satisfaction with the least 
drudge work?



Rich - My Process

• I don’t outline.

• I don’t write back stories.

• I don’t do rewrites.

• I don’t use an editor.• I don’t use an editor.

• I don’t go to any writing classes or seminars.

• I don’t go to critique groups.

• I tell my critical voice to shut up and go away.

• Every single one of my books is my first draft.



Rich - What Do I Need To Start Writing?

• I need a character, in a setting.

• I need to know three things about my 

character.

• I need to know where my character wants to • I need to know where my character wants to 

go.

• I need to know the ultimate denouement of 

the story.

• I need to know my river crossings.



Rich – Timelines & Notes

• I generally keep a notes.doc file open where I can copy 
and paste the names of characters, planets, and ships.

• For EMPIRE 4,5,6, I have a notes.xls where I keep track 
of how many planets, how many people, and names of 
the players (ruler, prime minister, other ministers, the players (ruler, prime minister, other ministers, 
admirals, etc.) for each star nation.

• The timeline for EMPIRE 
1,2,3 was on a post-it note.



Rich - What’s A River Crossing?

• Before 1930, there were no US highways.

• Long distance travel was accomplished on 

farm roads.

• What you needed to do to plan a trip was • What you needed to do to plan a trip was 

know where you were going to cross the 

rivers.

• Navigating from river crossing to river crossing 

was performed by dead reckoning.



Rich - Plotting With River Crossings

• Have six or eight points in the plot where you 
know where your character is in the story.

• The Fellowship of the Ring in seven river 
crossings:crossings:

– Frodo and Sam leave Hobbiton with the One Ring, 
they meet up with Merry and Pippin, they escape 
from the Black Riders to Bree, they meet up with 
Aragorn, Frodo is wounded, they make it to 
Rivendell, the Fellowship of the Ring is formed. 

• Now start writing!



Rich - Foreshadowing and Fortuitous

• Foreshadowing.

– Since you know Merry and Pippin come into the story later, 
and you want to establish their characters, have them pull 
a prank on Gandalf at Bilbo’s birthday party and have it 
backfire. When they come into the story later, the reader 
already knows who they are.already knows who they are.

• Fortuitous.

– The story of Tom Bombadil plays no role in the plot. It’s 
sort of a “What if they ran into this weird character who 
saves them from some trouble or other. What would that 
trouble be?” That trouble and its resolution by Bombadil
are not part of the main plot line.



Rich – Big Hint: Write What You Know

• What do you know? Are you a physicist? A gun 
expert? A lawyer? Write about what you know.

• Some plot points you don’t know. Now what?

– Read a book about it before you start writing.

– Get in touch with another SF writer and talk to them 
about it.

– Don’t go into as much detail on that part of the story.

• You want to avoid those specialties in which you 
can’t gain enough expertise not to pull the 
knowledgeable reader out of the story.



Rich – Example of Reference Book

• Resources exist for writers in specific fields.



Steph – My Process

• I only outline if I get stuck on the timeline.

– This can be helpful when I am writing a heavy-

mystery story, as I can lay out the order in which 

the clues should be found, then work back to the clues should be found, then work back to 

what actually happened.

• I don’t write back stories, but I’ll often have 

it in my head.

– I’ll record details as I go, if it’s a series.



Steph – My Process , continued pt. 1

• I rewrite as I go.

– Each day I begin my work by going back and 
reviewing what I wrote the day before, to make 
sure it flows well.

– As I get to the end of what I wrote, I start 
writing new material.writing new material.

– By the time I finish the first draft, the 
manuscript is already heavily polished.

– I use beta readers to tell me if there are 
problems.

– This is because I’m very prone to glomming one 
or two words & grossly overusing them.



Steph – My Process, continued pt. 2

• I don’t go to any writing seminars, retreats, 

or classes.

– They tend to be expensive, and I don’t have the 

$$$ to spend.$$$ to spend.

– I’d love to go on a writing retreat, and 

sometimes I do – but they’re called “vacations.” 

I don’t go on retreats for the exclusive purpose 

of writing.



Steph – My Process, continued pt. 3

• I don’t participate in critique groups.

– There are too many perennial “I’m working on my 
book” types in those, and too few “I have X 
successful books in print” types.

– By this I mean that often such groups contain a – By this I mean that often such groups contain a 
majority of people with no experience in the 
publishing industry.

– If they have no experience in being published or in 
publishing, then they have no real knowledge of 
what “works” and what doesn’t.

– If they have no knowledge of these matters, how 
can they critique your story or advise you?



Steph – What Do I Need To Start 

Writing?

• I need the protagonist.

• I need the antagonist.

• I need the source of conflict.• I need the source of conflict.

• I need the setting.

• Once I have these things, I can begin to 

brainstorm the story. 

– The rest will tend to fall into place.



Steph – What Do I Need To Start 

Writing? (cont.)

• Usually I write out of sequence as the 

scenes come to me.

– Often one of the first scenes will be one of the 

major conflict/climax scenes, if not THE climax.major conflict/climax scenes, if not THE climax.

• These are typically the “river crossings.”

– The end is almost always written before the 

beginning, because then I can extrapolate back 

to the initial conditions that will give me the 

climax and resolution.



Steph – How I Handle River 

Crossings

• These “river crossings” & surrounding sequences 
are usually the key scenes I write first.

– I think of them as modules, because sometimes what 
I first think is the best way to order them isn’t.

By making them modules, I can then shuffle them – By making them modules, I can then shuffle them 
around if I decide that a different order of occurrence 
would:

• Read better,

• Be more dramatic,

• Increase tension.



Steph – Foreshadowing and 

Fortuitous Events
• I often lead off the book with some fortuitous events for 

the main characters, while inserting the occasional 
“meanwhile, back at the ranch” kind of scene to clue the 
reader into the actual plot

• This has the effect of:
– Character building,

– Easing the reader into the story,– Easing the reader into the story,

– Allowing the reader to mentally transfer into that world,

– Giving them a hint about where the book may be going.

• Many times these “meanwhile, back at the ranch” 
scenes are foreshadowing to some degree – sometimes 
heavy and sometimes seemingly innocuous.

• The fortuitous events should also have some relation to 
the main plot; it can be made to be foreshadowing as 
well, in some cases.



Steph – Putting It All Together

• By this point, I should have the beginning, the river 
crossings leading up to and including the main 
climax, and the ending/denouement.

• Now I can ensure I have them in the order I think 
will be most suited for the story, and begin to lace 
them together.

This is much like “connect the dots.”– This is much like “connect the dots.”

– I read through what I have, in sequence, and fill in the 
holes with logical extrapolations of action and 
discussion.

– Keep in mind that you do NOT, nor SHOULD not, show 
every little detail, or you will get bogged down – and 
bog down the reader.

• Put in only what will advance the plot.



Steph – Putting It All Together, cont.

• The last thing I do before sending it to the 
beta readers is do a full read-through to 
make sure I:

– Connected all the dots,

– Filled in any plot (or other) holes,– Filled in any plot (or other) holes,

– Replace any too-often-used words.

• This is the point at which I make sure 
everything makes sense.

– Does it count as a second draft? Maybe, but I 
don’t think of it as one.



Rob – General Philosophies

• Write what you like

• Good writers borrow, great writers steal

• Good stories get read, bad stories ignored

• Humility is a virtue• Humility is a virtue

• You *will* write yourself into a corner

• Delete nothing, but cut out the scraps

• Pantsing and plotting



Rob – Daily Process

• Just do it, but don’t get down on yourself

• Revolving chunk process

• Adapt as needed

• Words on the page!!!!• Words on the page!!!!



Rob – Building a Team

• Race Car Driver

• Can include: Editor, artists, mapmakers, 

advance readers, and more!

• Beta readers and advance readers• Beta readers and advance readers



Rob – Character Driven

• Focus on characters

• Both dungeon master and player

• I set my characters free!!!!

• Figure out what they want• Figure out what they want

• Sex and greed drive most characters

• Twist stock characters

• D&D alignments can provide guidance



Rob – Crafting Notes

• Know your audience

• CTRL-F is your friend

• Self-critique

• Crutch words• Crutch words



Rob – Evocation Spells

• “There was a desert wind blowing that night. 
It was one of those hot dry Santa Anas that 
come down through the mountain passes and 
curl your hair and make your nerves jump and 
your skin itch. On nights like that every booze your skin itch. On nights like that every booze 
party ends in a fight. Meek little wives feel the 
edge of the carving knife and study their 
husbands' necks. Anything can happen. You 
can even get a full glass of beer at a cocktail 
lounge.” – Raymond Chandler



Rob – Plot Building

• Plots evolve over 100,000 words

• Think of character’s end result

• Good story trumps initial plans

• Readers must want protagonist to “win”• Readers must want protagonist to “win”

• Commensurate challenges



Rob – Worldbuilding

• Tell readers only what they need

• Where do people get food?

• Money?

• Trade routes• Trade routes

• Military technology

• Poetry, art, song, mythology, religion

• Important resources

• Let’s get random!


